KANSAS HIGHWAY SYSTEM
District 1

2019 Candidate Projects

Year of Projects

- 2019 Locations
- 2020 Locations
- 2021 Locations

8     Chip Seal
12    Overlay 1.5"
13    Overlay 3"
14    Overlay 4"
25    CraR(F) Only
42    FD PCCP Patching
44    Ext Patch, OL 3"
200   PCCP
201   Asphalt
221   Rout & Crack Seal
226   SR 2", Chip Seal
326   SR 1", Chip Seal
328   CM 3", HR 3"
347   CM 2", OV 2"
348   UBAS, Novachip
351   CM .5", OL 1.5"
375   CM 1.5", OL 1.5"
385   CM 1", OL 1.5"
389   CM 1.5", OL 2"

KDOT makes no warranties, guarantees, or representations for accuracy of this information and assumes no liability or responsibility for any errors or omissions.